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We build partnerships to develop collaborative 
solutions to Minnesota’s environmental problems.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minnesota is good, but we still have our problemsComplex and impact environmental, public health, and economic sectorsThese partnerships, communication and awareness are crucial for long-lasting solutions---I work for Environmental Initiative. We’re a nonprofit organization that builds partnerships to develop collaborative solutions to Minnesota’s environmental problems.We create a space where people with different perspectives come together, learn, discuss, reach agreement, and implement environmental solutions in partnership. Our work is important because, while we’ve made progress cleaning up the big sources of pollution, like smokestacks and drainpipes, we still face major challenges. The environmental issues of today – like climate change, dirty air, water pollution, and solid waste are not just environmental problems – they’re also health problems, economic problems, and business problems. They affect all sectors of the economy and transcend political boundaries.Collaboration is Environmental Initiative’s tool and it’s what makes us unique. We believe by working together – across sectors and interests – we can achieve more effective and longer lasting solutions for our environment, economy, and society. EI has a variety of programs, corporate sustainability, a sustainable brewing pilot, rural MN with water and agriculture, but today we’re obviously talking about our Clean Air Program



Clean Air Minnesota is a diverse group 

of air quality leaders working to 

develop, fund, and implement 

voluntary projects that reduce air 

pollution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Began in 2003 when MN was close to violating federal air quality standards. When that happens, it’s game over. Increased licensing, fees, restrictions on development, and mandatory AQ measures. Not only an environmental driver, but health and economic as well.26 cost-effective and impactful recommendations. Members include MPCA, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Hennepin/Ramsey Counties, MDHXcel Energy, FHR, 3M, MN Chamber of CommerceCurrent activities include quarterly convening of a Partner Group, bi-monthly convening of a Core Team decision-making body, and bi-monthly convening of three project teams: wood smoke (Project Stove Swap in Northern MN), Area Source, and the Mobile Source.



Success at Scale:
Project Green Fleet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the Mobile Source TeamStart with school buses in 2006. 3,200 buses and 4,600 total heavy duty diesel enginesOn-road, off-road, loaders, towboats, locomotive, gen-setsFinished the bus component in 2014 with more recent focus on large equipment	



Locomotive Projects: 

• They are big, they are old, they are used a lot

• They are cost-effective, they have massive 

emission reductions, they are co-located in 

critical areas

• Our experience:

− 2010 TC&W APUs, 2018 DERA, 2018 MPCA 

Volkswagen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s talk locomotives. The golden goose.Does anyone else have experience with locomotive projects?Our first locomotive project pre-dated me in 2010 with 2 auxiliary power units with a Class 3 Twin Cities and Western RailroadSince then, a recent flurry of activity: 10 pending APUs (3 electric and 7 diesel) Engines range from 1,000 – 2,300hp; dating from 1969, 1971, 1974, and 1944; 2,000-6,000 hrs/yr, 12,000 – 60,000 gallons of diesel per year when in use, they run constantly (idling is a significant portion of their usage, which also presents significant opportunity)Emission reduction numbers are tough to come by because there isn’t a lot of data and the equipment pre-dates modern emission reduction calculation methodsFrom triangulating the EPA DEQ and case studies from the US Dept. of Energy, Texas Commission on Env. Quality, and a Missoula MT Idling Emission Reduction Project, we estimate:	Line Haul APU Reductions with 60,000 gallons; 6,200 hours used, 2,000hp, 1969/71, 35% idle rate		Nox – 9.975 t		PM - .382 t		HC – .575 t		CO – 1.566 t	Switcher APU Reduction with 90,000 gallons; 6,200 hrs/yr; 2,300hp, 1971, 50% idle rate		Nox – 7.367 t		PM - .267 t		HC - .610 t		CO – 1.129	Yard switcher replacement with 30,000 gallons, 5,000 hrs/yr, 1,000hp, 1944		Nox – 8.468 t		PM - .452 t		HC – 1.329 t		CO – 4.338 tTHIS IS NOT A PERFECT SCIENCE!! The fuel consumption and usage data is provided by the railroad, but they don’t track between short-line run-time and idling, in the yard, etc. Also, we’re still waiting for the locomotive to make up its mind…Regardless, at $20,000 - $34,000 total project cost (40% through DERA) the cost-effectiveness is top notch	



Goods Movement Emissions -
An Ongoing Effort

Who
• Industry Engagement: Proactive Port Authority, Clean Air 

Minnesota meetings, Acronyms: UMWA/Port, MRRA, MFAC, MTA, 

ARM

• Projects and Communications: 2015 towboat, DERA projects, VW

• Champions: Upper River Services, TC&W Rail, Caterpillar, 

Cummins
How
• Early engagement, flexibility, climb the ladder, utilize 

networks, hurry up and wait, use projects to grow, build trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why goods movement?Lots of heavy-use, old, and dirty diesel enginesBig equipment is expensive and expensive equipment is often old. Locomotives from the 1940’s, loaders from the 1970’s, towboats from the 1980’s, etc.Hours of use are around the clock from river-open to river-close.Allies maximize impact and economize effortCommunications for publicity but also fleet PR



Impact on Communities: 

The Port The People

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We showed this image last year, but this really emphasizes the pointLeft image is the location of the Port Terminals. As you can see, it’s a busy area with national/regional/state/city green spaces, the interstate system, airport, downtown St. Paul, and surrounding residential areas.Right image is who lives in the crosshairs of the commerce and emissions. Cross-hatching is population 185% below the federal poverty threshold. Green is populations of greater than 50% people of color.Heavy industrial corridor of North Minneapolis is the same: historical, systemic, and intentional injustices that have resulted in the situation today



Impact with Communities: 

Challenges
• Community Engagement: Genuine, ongoing, prioritized, 2-way 

engagement

• History: Acknowledging, listening, respecting, supporting

• Limited resources and scale: Limited funding, other emissions, other 

issues

• Bridging the gaps: Wide spectrum of partners, leaning into 

discomfort, clarity and groundrules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This isn’t a new concept. The EPA DERA priority counties are based on environmental issues and the RFA describes “environmental justice”NAAQS are based on human health impactMPCA has similar identified areas of concern regarding environmental health, public health, people of color, and povertyI’m assuming we all generally know what the impact on nearby communities is. Pollution, noise, “gaslighting”, etc.But as we gain more experience, as we become more involved and more aware through these partnerships and projects, we more fully understand that things need to change. That we need to change. Which I think is an important realization in itself.So I’d like to shift the conversation a bit from “Impact on nearby communities” to “Impact with nearby communities”This doesn’t mean we stop what we’re doing, but we need to do it in a different way, “with” communities, not “to” communitiesGrowing connections with City and Community organizations, but these decisions and projects need to be integrated with long-term community goals and vision, not “one-off” projectsWe’re dealing with a long history of abuses, we’re acting in a very gnarly and “wicked” arena. There are deep memories of political and institutional injustice.Never enough money, limited scope of funding, other pollution issues (sediment, fugitive dust, etc.), other community issuesWe have a wide spectrum of partners that are all at different stages of their intercultural journey. Some don’t even know they are on an intercultural journey. But these are conversations that need to be had. This means leaning into the discomfort, which makes clarity and groundrules extremely important. These include speaking from personal experience, coming with good intent, and holding multiple truths as valid. And also being clear what our role is and not getting drawn down the rabbit hole. We are an environmental non-profit and we need to have boundaries.Example: community Port work and River access vs. clean diesel



Our Journey: 

• Strategic Planning Process
• “In the next 5 years, how do we achieve broader and 

equitable air quality improvements through expanded 

partnerships, awareness, action, and increased public and 

private investment?”

• Practical Vision and Strategic Direction: 

• Where do we want to be in 5 years?

• What blocks us from our strategic vision?

• What moves us forward toward our vision?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
August of 2018 strategic planning process	Over 30 “environmental scan” interviews with partners across the state and a 	3-day workshop with Clean Air Minnesota stakeholders. The purpose was to re-calibrate our direction for the next 15 years of Clean Air Minnesota’s efforts;  	continue and improve on what was working	explore and pursue the next horizon of what clean air will look like moving forward.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s no way we can get into the depth that came form a 3-day marathon of strategic planning, but to save you all from seeing how the sausage is made, here is the draft product.Briefly, the first two components of the vision is to remember where we came from, the philosophy, the partnerships, and the work that got us to where we are today; along with more funding both in increased amounts and variety of sources.The next two are really why we’re talking about this today because these are going to be the compass that guides us through the gnarly work that lies ahead. The first major shift is that we changed out “Public-Private” motto to “Public-Private-Community”. Next, you’ll notice that these two visions of Impactful Programming and Meaningful Relationship are people-centric, and not the people we’ve traditionally partnered with. This vision includes relationships with communities, support of community power, and investment in communities.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make no mistake, we’ve got work to do. This is a lot to process and digest from a 3-day session. This is a marathon, not a sprint.Right now we’re prioritizing 1 and 4, which involves self-improvement as well as community influence and influencers	CAM purpose and clarity	Clarity		Defining leadership model to reflect PPC		Focus on justice	Capital, knowledge, and skills		Establish intercultural resources		Train partners with IC skills and toolsInfluence and Influencers	Statewide listening sessions	Air Quality impact storytelling	Engage communities with feedback loops	Increased community representation	Targeting resources to EJ areas	



Moving Forward

• Organizational Allies
• State agencies, tribal nations, local government, private 

sector

• Clean Air Minnesota
• Structure for support and growth 

• Strategic Direction “Task Force” led by Core Team members

• Working for long-term, contractual support



Clean Air MinnesotaA voluntary public-private partnership to reduce air pollutionThank You
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